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ABSTRACT

As the field of Web3 continues its rapid expansion, the security

of Web3 authentication, often the gateway to various Web3 appli-

cations, becomes increasingly crucial. Despite its widespread use

as a login method by numerous Web3 applications, the security

risks of Web3 authentication have not received much attention.

This paper investigates the vulnerabilities in the Web3 authenti-

cation process and proposes a new type of attack, dubbed blind
message attacks. In blind message attacks, attackers trick users into

blindly signing messages from target applications by exploiting

users’ inability to verify the source of messages, thereby achieving

unauthorized access to the target application. We have developed

Web3AuthChecker, a dynamic detection tool that interacts with

Web3 authentication-related APIs to identify vulnerabilities. Our

evaluation of real-world Web3 applications shows that a staggering

75.8% (22/29) of Web3 authentication deployments are at risk of

blind message attacks. In response to this alarming situation, we im-

plemented Web3AuthGuard on the open-source wallet MetaMask

to alert users of potential attacks. Our evaluation results show that

Web3AuthGuard can successfully raise alerts in 80% of the tested

Web3 authentications. We have responsibly reported our findings

to vulnerable websites and have been assigned two CVE IDs.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Blockchain technology has been evolving rapidly since its first in-

troduction by Satoshi Nakamoto in 2008 [51]. Web3 applications,

taking advantage of the decentralized nature of blockchain tech-

nology, have garnered significant attention from both investors

and users [45]. Decentralized Finance, or DeFi, is a prominent ex-

ample of the Web3 application, and its Total Value Locked (TVL)

was around 52 billion USD as of December 2023 [70]. The total

value of the Non-Fungible Token (NFT) marketplaces has exceeded

two billion USD [20]. In January 2024, the total value of assets in

the Web3 game Midas Miner was over one billion USD [22]. The

considerable financial activities underscore the enormous potential

of the Web3 ecosystem.

Web3 applications need to perform user authentication to grant

the correct permissions for end users to access off-chain resources.

Web3 authentication is a challenge-response protocol where the

user is identified by a public key (wallet address): the Web3 appli-

cation sends a specific message to the crypto wallet, signed by the

user, and sent back to the application. The application verifies the

signature and authenticates the user if it is valid [74]. This decentral-

ized approach differs markedly from the traditional authentication

protocols ofWeb2. The most commonway to performWeb3 authen-

tication is through MetaMask [3], a famous Web3 wallet for users

to manage their digital assets and perform DeFi transactions. As per

statistics, MetaMask had 30 million monthly active users [25]. Since

the Web3 application is fundamentally a website, in this paper, we

use the terms application and website interchangeably.
Due to the popularity of Web3 and the large amount of money in-

volved, the security of Web3 is paramount. Existing research mainly

focuses on the security risks associated with Web3 applications.

These include vulnerabilities in smart contracts [14, 19, 27, 33, 60,

61, 63–65, 81], malicious DeFi attacks [10, 11, 21, 49, 58, 72, 82, 83],

and the security of NFT marketplaces [23, 76]. The security and

anonymity of crypto wallets [62, 71, 78], as well as cryptocurrency

scams [32, 42] have also raised concerns. However, to the best of

our knowledge, almost no work has paid attention to the security

of Web3 authentication.

To bridge the gap, this paper takes the first step toward under-

standing the security risks of Web3 authentication. We find that

during the Web3 authentication process, there is no proper way

for the user to identify the origin of the message to be signed. Also,

users use crypto wallets to manage key pairs, and one key pair is

often used across multiple applications [18]. As a result, a malicious

application A can present a valid signing message from applica-

tion B for the user to sign (assuming the user uses the same key

pair on both applications, which is very common [18]). The user

https://orcid.org/0000-0003-0216-9793
https://orcid.org/0000-0002-4646-7146
https://orcid.org/0000-0003-0916-8806
https://doi.org/10.1145/3658644.3670323
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blindly signs the message, unwittingly granting application A the

authorization to access application B. We call such attacks Blind
Message Attacks. We have systematically analyzed the attack sur-

faces during the Web3 authentication process, which leads to the

identification of several categories of potential vulnerabilities in

the message design and server verification.

Web3AuthChecker. To detect Blind Message Attacks, we have de-
signed and implementedWeb3AuthChecker, a dynamic detection

tool that examines the security of the Web3 authentication pro-

cess.Web3AuthChecker bypasses the web page (front-end) and

directly tests the API (back-end). It requests Web3 authentication-

related APIs and checks the responses to find vulnerabilities. The

tool consists of two modules: 1) Checker , which defines a set of

general attack payloads and rules for testing APIs to find potential

vulnerabilities, and 2) FlexRequest, an HTTP library designed to

streamline testing identical APIs on different websites. Specifically,

to test a website, we load the authentication-related APIs of the

website to Checker . Checker then instructs FlexRequest to make a

series of requests to these APIs. Finally, Checker examines the data

returned by FlexRequest to identify potential vulnerabilities.

To evaluate the impact of Blind Message Attacks, we collected 29

real-world cases ofWeb3 authentication, including 25 cases of using

Web3 authentication for user login and 4 cases for profile update.

The 29 cases are from 27 websites, with some encompassing both

types. The websites we studied, which span marketplaces, games,

and services, were sourced from DappRadar and Google searches.

In January 2024 alone, these sites reported a total transaction vol-

ume exceeding 592 million US dollars and over 1.29 million unique

active wallets (UAW), underscoring the widespread nature of these

vulnerabilities. By testing the APIs of 29 cases,Web3AuthChecker

reports that 75.8% (22/29) of Web3 authentications belonging to

20 websites are vulnerable to Blind Message Attacks. We manually

checked all 29 cases and confirmed that the results were accurate.

Building upon the foundation of the Blind Message Attack, we have
developed more advanced attacks: the Replay Attack renders the

session mechanism ineffective, while the Blind Multi-Message Attack
allows attackers to acquire user identities across multiple websites

in a single attack. In our study of 29 cases, we identified 11 instances

of the Replay Attacks and 7 of the Blind Multi-Message Attacks.

Web3AuthGuard. To address these vulnerabilities, websites and

crypto wallets must implement a complete Web3 authentication

update, but this is difficult to implement immediately. Therefore,

we proposed a user-side mitigation solution, Web3AuthGuard,

to help users immediately mitigate Blind Message Attacks in crypto

wallets. When a user logs into a website B, the wallet equipped

withWeb3AuthGuard will extract a message template from B’s

message. Later, when the user attempts to log into a new website A,

the wallet will perform a regex match between the message from

A and the message template from B. If a match is successful, the

wallet will alert the user about the potential Blind Message Attack
on that website. We implementWeb3AuthGuard in MetaMask’s

open-source code. We tested 25 user logins, andWeb3AuthGuard

successfully addressed 20 of them. Web3AuthGuard is unable to

handle the remaining five cases because their vulnerabilities allow

an attacker to modify the message body at will.

Responsible Disclosure. Following the responsible disclosure

policy, we reported the vulnerabilities we discovered to the corre-

sponding websites. One of them (LearnBlockchain) has acknowl-
edged and fixed the vulnerability. Additionally, since some vendors

did not respond to our security reports, we submitted our findings

directly to the CVE program, and two CVE IDs (CVE-2023-50053

and CVE-2023-50059) have been assigned.

Demos. The PoC demos of Blind Message Attacks and mitigation are

available at https://sites.google.com/view/web3auth.

Contributions. Our contributions are as follows:

• New Vulnerabilities and Attacks. We conducted an in-depth

investigation of the vulnerabilities in Web3 authentication and

identified a new type of attack, called Blind Message Attacks, and
two advanced attacks – Replay Attacks and Blind Multi-Message
Attacks (Section 4).

• NewDetectionTool (Web3AuthChecker).We implemented

a dynamic detection tool,Web3AuthChecker, to detect such

vulnerabilities. It sends requests to Web3 backends and checks

the responses to identify vulnerabilities (Section 5).

• Empirical Analysis.We performed detection on 29 Web3 au-

thentication cases usingWeb3AuthChecker, and found that

75.8% of them are at risk of Blind Message Attacks. We also con-

ducted two case studies (Section 6).

• User-side Mitigation (Web3AuthGuard).We designed and

implemented a user-side mitigation solution,Web3AuthGuard,

which helps alert users about a potential Blind Message Attack
when the user attempts to log into a new website (Section 7).

• Open-source Release. To benefit the Web3 community, we

will open-source our code on GitHub, including the detection

toolWeb3AuthChecker
1
and a MetaMask-based crypto wallet

with built-inWeb3AuthGuard
2
.

2 BACKGROUND

This section introduces the background of Web3, Web3 authenti-

cation, and crypto wallets, then explores the potential impacts of

unauthorized access in Web3 applications.

2.1 Web3

Web3, also known as Web 3.0, signifies the upcoming evolution of

the Internet. It will move away from centralized servers and data

centers owned by a few large corporations and instead use a dis-

tributed network, blockchain, to host the data [45]. Blockchains are

decentralized ledgers that record transactions across many nodes

(miners). This ensures that the data cannot be altered without the

consensus of the network.

Web3 Application. Applications built on the blockchain network

are called Web3 applications or decentralized applications (DApps).

Web3 applications cover a broad scope, including NFTmarketplaces

(NFTM), which allow creators and buyers to trade digital assets

efficiently and securely; decentralized exchanges (DEX), which en-

able trading of digital currencies without a central authority; and

decentralized finance (DeFi) platforms provide financial services

such as lending and borrowing. Each Web3 application typically

1
https://github.com/d0scoo1/Web3AuthChecker

2
https://github.com/d0scoo1/Web3AuthGuard

https://sites.google.com/view/web3auth
https://github.com/d0scoo1/Web3AuthChecker
https://github.com/d0scoo1/Web3AuthGuard
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Figure 1: Web3 Authentication Process.

consists of a smart contract and a website. Smart contracts automate

operations (transactions) and store critical data on the blockchain,

enhancing transparency and security. Websites serve as the user

interface and manage off-chain data. While some Web3 applica-

tions are embedded within mobile apps like crypto wallets, they

fundamentally function as websites. This paper focuses on websites

of Web3 applications and uses the terms application and website
interchangeably.

Web3 Authentication. Web3 authentication is a decentralized

off-chain authentication technology based on cryptography. Web3

authentication offers benefits such as anonymity, security, and de-

centralization and is widely used inWeb3 applications [56]. In these

applications, users can employ their public keys as identifiers to

manage their off-chain data. Specifically, it uses asymmetric en-

cryption, where the client (crypto wallet) signs a specific message

with their private key, and the server (Web3 application) verifies

the message and its signature to authenticate the user’s identity

(public key) [35]. Compared to Web2 authentication technologies,

Web3 employs elliptic curve algorithms, which provide enhanced

security. Moreover, in the Web3 ecosystem, public keys serve as

identifiers, offering better anonymity. In contrast, Web2 authen-

tication methods [30, 34, 50, 57] often require users to provide

personally identifiable information (PII), such as phone numbers

and email addresses. These are stored on centralized servers, ex-

posing users to risks like privacy breaches. Furthermore, Web3

authentication allows users to maintain a unified identity (public

key) across multiple applications and services. Users no longer

need to manage accounts and passwords for each website, which

simplifies the user experience and reduces security risks.

Crypto Wallet. Crypto wallets are a crucial component of the

Web3 ecosystem, allowing users to securely store and manage their

digital assets (key pairs) using hardware or software [71]. Most

Web3 applications (websites) are compatible with popular crypto

wallets and interact with them through APIs such as Web3.js [7] or
ethers.js [1]. When a user accesses a website, the website examines

the browser for the presence of a Web3 provider, which is the API

interface for crypto wallets. If the Web3 provider is detected, the

website establishes a connection to it and prompts the user to con-

nect their wallet. After user approval, the wallet shares the account

addresses (public keys) with the website. This facilitates subsequent

interactions, including transactions, smart contract operations, and

Web3 authentication.

2.2 Impacts of Unauthorized Access in Web3

Asset Loss. Web3 authentication only grants users access to off-

chain data, and on-chain transactions usually require additional

signatures so that Web3 authentication will not impact users’ on-

chain assets. However, attackers can still profit from unauthorized

access to user accounts. Here, we highlight two significant asset

losses: Unlocked Content and Unfair Trading.
Unlocked Content. In NFT marketplaces, some items are valued

from unlocked content. If attackers gain unauthorized access to these
accounts, they can directly access the locked content without any
cost. Moreover, most Web3 websites do not have abnormal login

detection, meaning that the owners may never be notified when

their locked content is leaked or stolen.

Unfair Trading. An NFT’s characteristics directly influence its

value, with rarer traits often commanding higher prices [23]. For

instance, in a popular game, CryptoKitties, the cost of each cat

is determined by 13 distinct properties. While an attacker gen-

erally cannot manipulate the price of an item without signature

authorization, they could alter the properties without restrictions
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in collections that support lazy minting. This could allow an at-

tacker to change the properties of a low-value item to a rare one

and then purchase it, resulting in an unfair trade. Even if the owner

detects the attack afterward, they cannot reverse the transaction.

Lazy minting allows creators to produce NFTs without upfront gas

costs, significantly reducing the barriers to selling NFTs.

Compromised Anonymity and Reputation. The key pair in

the crypto wallet is randomly generated, so the user’s public key

(address) has good anonymity, but an attacker who gains access to

a user’s account can link the user’s address to personal information

such as email, effectively breaking the anonymity. Moreover, unau-

thorized access can damage users’ reputations, as attackers may

use the user’s account for illegal activities. NFT marketplaces allow

users to link their social media accounts, such as Twitter or Face-

book. These social media accounts represent important channels

for artists to strengthen their connections with users and promote

their artworks [76], which attackers can exploit to encourage illegal

activities, causing reputational damage.

3 WEB3 AUTHENTICATION

This section briefly introduces the Web3 authentication process,

then specifically focuses on message design and server verification
in authentication.

3.1 Overview

Web3 authentication is primarily utilized in two scenarios: user
login and profile update. In the first scenario, the client needs to

sign a specific message, which is then verified by the server. Once

authenticated, the server will issue a token to the client to sus-

tain a session. In the second scenario, the user signs the updated

profile, and the server checks this signature before updating the

user’s profile. These two scenarios are independent; some websites

may include only one of them, while others incorporate both. The

user login is the most common scenario of Web3 authentication,

and therefore, this paper mainly focuses on this scenario. Figure 1

illustrates the process of a user logging into a website by Web3

authentication. The process is described below.

Connect Wallet. Connecting a wallet with the website is the first

step for a user to interact with a Web3 website. The user clicks the

Connect Wallet button on the web page (front-end) (1.1), then the

wallet pops up a window asking the user to select the account they

want to connect to the website (1.2). The user selects an account

(address, i.e., public key) (1.3), and the wallet returns the address to

the web page (1.4). The web page forwards this address to its server
(back-end) (1.5). The server, using RPC, fetches the balance and

transactions of the address from the blockchain (1.6), then returns

this information to the web page (1.7). The web page displays the
user’s balance and transactions on the page. It is worth noting that

while multiple accounts may be connected, the website will interact

with the first account by default. For simplicity, we assume that

only one account is selected in this paper.

Authenticate. Upon the user clicking the login button (2.1), the web
page requests a message from the server (2.2). Then, the web page
forwards the message to the wallet to prompt a signature request

(2.3-2.4). A window pops up from the wallet, asking the user to sign

the message. After the user approves the signature request (2.5), the
wallet returns the signature to the web page (2.6). Then, the web
page sends the signature, message, and address to the server for

verification (2.7-2.8). If authenticated successfully, the server returns
a token to the web page (2.9).

Access. The user (front-end) holds the token to access protected

information (3.1-3.4). To keep the session, the website may store the

token in the request header or cookie. This paper only focuses on

Web3 authentication, so the session details are omitted.

message = 1*field
; Message consists of multiple fields.

field = statement / domain / name / nonce / ext

statement = *( reserved / unreserved / " " )
; See RFC 3986 for the definition of "reserved" and "unreserved".

domain = authority
; See RFC 3986 for the definition of "authority".

name = *( ALPHA / DIGIT / "-" )
; Website Name.

nonce = timestamp / date-time / rnd
; See RFC 3339 for the definition of "date-time".

timestamp = 10( DIGIT ) / 13( DIGIT )

rnd = *( ALPHA / DIGIT )
; Random Number.

ext = address / version / chain-id / issued-at / expiration-time /
not-before / request-id

; Extension Fields.

Listing 1: ABNF Message Format

Welcome to OpenSea!

This request will not trigger a blockchain transaction or
cost any gas fees.
Click to sign in and accept the OpenSea Terms of Service:
https://opensea.io/tos

Your authentication status will reset after 24 Hours.

Wallet address: 0x36e7c6feb20a90b07f63863d09cc12c4c9f39064
Nonce: 66ffb8f1-5eb1-4477-9558-36a60eb1b51f

Listing 2: A Message from Opensea.io (Good Design)

Please sign this message to connect to Foundation.

Listing 3: A Message from Foundation.app (Bad Design)

3.2 Message Design

In Steps 2.3-2.6, Web3 authentication normally uses the protocol

Personal Sign (EIP-191) [68]. This protocol does not impose any

requirement on the format or content of a message, so Web3 ap-

plications must implement their own messages for authentication.

We conducted an extensive survey and identified common fields in

messages, represented in Augmented Backus–Naur Form (ABNF)

as shown in Listing 1. The fields referenced from other RFCs [5] are

annotated in the ABNF. These fields can be categorized as variable

fields, such as nonce and address, and static fields, like domain
and statement. For convenience, the content composed of static

fields in the message is referred to as the message body.
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In Web3 authentication, each field serves a distinct function, and

the design of the message differs across various websites. Listing 2

and Listing 3 provide two examples from well-known NFT market-

places, opensea.io and foundation.app, respectively. The message

from opensea.io is well-designed, including fields such as domain
and nonce. In contrast, the message from foundation.app contains

only name and statement, thereby posing security vulnerabilities.

Next, we will explain the meaning and function of each field in

Listing 1 in detail, using these two examples as references.

statement. The statement field provides a human-readable text

that explains the message. For instance, the message in Listing 3

contains the statement “Please sign. . . ”, prompting users to sign.

domain. The domain field is a critical element of the message,

representing the website’s domain name. It plays a pivotal role

in message security, enabling users to verify the source of the

message. For example, the message in Listing 2 includes the domain
field opensea.io. If a malicious website prompts the user to sign

this message, the user can quickly recognize that it comes from

opensea.io and refuse to sign it.

name. The name field, indicating the website name, offers identifia-

bility but may be unreliable due to potential duplication.

nonce. The nonce field is vital for fortifying security against replay
attacks. Nonces can be classified into two categories:

• Time-based nonces, usually timestamp or datetime, are generated
by the front-end and embedded into the message. The server

then verifies if the nonce is within its acceptable time range.

• Record-based nonces, typically random numbers, require the front-
end to query the backend before signing. Record-based nonces

can be further divided into one-time nonces per address and
temporary nonces, reusable within a specific validity period.

The choice between these nonces depends on factors such as distri-

bution and storage, and no absolute preference exists.

ext. The ext field serves as an extension and is not central to this

work. For more details, please refer to EIP-4361 [17].

3.3 Server Verification

Steps 2.7-2.9 outline the verification process of Web3 authentication.

The front-end submits the message, signature, and address to the

server, which then scrutinizes these data to authenticate the user’s

authority to log into the website. The server’s verification process

typically involves the following three steps:

Static Field Verification. The server first checks the validity of

the message body (static fields). It disregards variable fields, such

as nonce, and compares the remaining content of the message with

its local message body. If a discrepancy exists between the two, the

authentication process is terminated, returning a failure response.

Variable Field Verification. The server verifies the nonce in the

message to avoid replay attacks. Depending on the nonce type, the

server might need to query the existence of a nonce record (for

record-based nonces) or verify whether the timestamp is within an

acceptable time range relative to its internal clock (for time-based

nonces). Other variable fields on the server, such as address, will
also be verified during this process.

1.Connect wallet

4.Query Message

2.Select a target 

website

3.Login

11.Message, Signature, Address

5.Message6.Signature Request

14.Access the account

7.Sign

10.Login successful

9.Verify

13.Token

12.Verify

UserUser Malicious WebsiteMalicious Website Target WebsiteTarget Website

Figure 2: Blind Message Attack.

Signature Verification. The server verifies the validity of the

signature: it uses the user’s address (public key) to decrypt the

signature. Then, it compares the result with the hash of the message.

If they match, the signature is deemed valid. Once verified, the

server issues an authentication token to authorize user access.

4 BLIND MESSAGE ATTACK

This section presents Blind Message Attacks, which exploit vulner-

abilities in the Web3 authentication implementation described in

Section 3 to gain unauthorized access. Specifically, when a user

logs into a malicious website using Web3 authentication, it tricks

the user into signing a message from another website, thereby

gaining access to the user’s account on that other website. This

section first defines the threat model, followed by a motivating

example. Then, we analyzed the potential vulnerabilities in the

Web3 authentication process. Finally, according to the impact of

these vulnerabilities, we classify the risk levels of Blind Message
Attacks and discuss advanced attacks. Attack demos are available at

https://sites.google.com/view/web3auth.

Threat Model. In our threat model, the attacker aims to steal users’

identities on target websites, thereby gaining unauthorized access.

This occurs when a user logs into the attacker’s (malicious) website

using Web3 authentication. The attacker exploits this opportunity

to steal the user’s identity (signature) of the target website. In our

model, the attacker cannot exploit browser vulnerabilities or crack

users’ crypto wallets. Also, attackers cannot intercept and decrypt

network packets, such as man-in-the-middle (MitM) attacks. The

attacker’s capabilities are limited to exploiting vulnerabilities in

the Web3 authentication process of the target website.

4.1 Motivating Example

Figure 2 shows in detail how an attacker steals a user’s identity on

the target website when the user logs in using Web3 authentication

on the malicious website. The attack process is as follows:

https://sites.google.com/view/web3auth
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(a) Select a Target Website. In Steps 1-2, a user visits a malicious

website and connects to the wallet. The malicious website queries

the transaction record of the address (public key) in the blockchain,

identifies the websites that the user has logged into before by con-

tract addresses, and then selects the most valuable target website

based on information such as balance and trading volume.

(b) Login. In Steps 3-6, when the user logs in, the malicious website

impersonates the user to obtain a message from the target website

and prompts the user to sign it. Here, the malicious website can

bypass the target website’s front-end and obtain the message di-

rectly from the back-end through an HTTP request. In Steps 7-10,
the user signs the message and returns the signature, after which

the malicious website then verifies the signature using the user’s

public key and prompts that the login is successful.

(c) Unauthorized Access. In Steps 11-14, the malicious website

uses the signature, message, and address previously obtained to

request a token from the target website and then holds the token

to access the user’s account.

Root Cause. According to the above attack process, the root cause

of the Blind Message Attack lies in the user’s action of blindly signing

a message intended for a legitimate (target) website while on a mali-

cious website during the Web3 authentication process. The attacker

then uses this leaked signature to bypass the target website’s Web3

authentication. Notably, the malicious website does not need to

impersonate a specific target website — it can be any website that

successfully entices users to log in. The success of a Blind Message
Attack hinges on the victim’s unawareness that the message being
signed is from another website, and this vulnerability is dependent

on the security flaws of the target website.

4.2 Vulnerability Analysis

Vulnerabilities in the Web3 authentication process are crucial in

facilitating Blind Message Attacks. According to Section 3, these vul-

nerabilities stem from two primary sources: 1) flaws in message

design resulting in the exclusion of essential fields (V1) and 2) inade-

quate verification allows security measures to be circumvented (V2,

V3). Therefore, the vulnerabilities of Web3 authentication mainly

include the following three aspects:

(V1) Lack of Essential Fields. In the EIP-191 protocol, develop-

ers can customize the message in Web3 authentication. Typically,

domain serves as an identifier of a message to indicate the issuer;

if it is missing, users cannot determine the precise source of the

message. Moreover, the potential duplication of name renders it

unreliable as an identifier. For instance, the foundation.app message

in Listing 3 includes only the name Foundation, enabling malicious

sites (e.g., foundation.com) to imitate legitimate ones. Furthermore,

the lack of the nonce field makes it possible for a leaked signature

to be reused for token refreshment, enabling replay attacks.

(V2) Unchecked Fields. Failure of the server to check the fields

in the message can cause security risks. For instance, some servers

fail to check static fields, such as the message body. This oversight

allows malicious websites to alter fields like domain or name, mis-

leading users about the message’s issuer. Additionally, neglecting

to verify the nonce field opens the possibility of replay attacks.

(V3) Verification Flaws. Verification flaws on the server allow

specially crafted messages to evade checks. A common error is

using regular expressions (regex) to match the message body with

variable fields without confirming the message body’s exact match

with the issued message. Since regex operates on the principle of

inclusion rather than equality, messages with extra content can also

pass verification. Moreover, risks may also arise when checking the

time-based nonce, as an appropriate time range is not set.

4.3 Security Risks

This section discusses the impact of vulnerabilities on Blind Message
Attacks and discusses two advanced attacks, namely Replay Attacks
and Blind Multi-Message Attacks.

4.3.1 Risk Levels. Based on the vulnerability analysis in Section 4.2,
we categorize Blind Message Attacks into four levels. In critical to

medium-risk scenarios, users are often unable to detect the attack

or find it challenging to do so. In low-risk scenarios, attentive users

might identify the message as originating from another website,

thereby preventing the attack.

Critical Risk. In critical-risk scenarios, the attacker can directly

launch a Blind Message Attack and steal the user’s identity without

even interacting with the victim (i.e., skipping 3-7 in Figure 2). This

risk arises from the absence of verification for signatures, addresses,

and messages. Without the server checking the signature or the

address, an attacker only needs to set the address in the request as

the user to impersonate themwithout requiring the user’s signature.

Suppose the server only verifies the signature and address but not

the content of the message. In that case, the attacker does not need

to obtain the user’s specific signature on the website; he can imper-

sonate the user using any of the user’s messages and signatures.

High Risk. In high-risk scenarios, the user would not be able to

recognize that the malicious website’s message came from another

website, so once the user intends to log into the malicious web-

site, the Blind Message Attack will be successful. This vulnerability
arises from shortcomings in message design (V1) or server verifi-

cation (V2). Specifically, if messages from the target website lack

the domain and name, users cannot identify the message’s source

in (malicious) websites. Furthermore, if the target website does not

verify the message body, a malicious website can alter the domain
and name to its own, thereby misleading users.

Medium Risk. In medium-risk scenarios, users may find that the

malicious website’s message comes from the target website and

refuse to sign it, thereby avoiding the attack. Specifically, if the

message from the target website contains name but lacks a domain
(V1), the malicious website has to register a similar domain name

to mislead the user. If the message body check is sloppy (V3), such

as only regex matching, attackers can hide the target website’s

message body within their own messages. Although both situations

may be noticed by experienced users, in fact, most users are not

aware of it, as demonstrated by the second case in Section 6.2.

Low Risk. In low-risk scenarios, the message contains a domain,
and there are no flaws in the server verification. An attack will

only succeed if the user disregards the signed message. Due to the

common lack of Web3 expertise among users and the similarity in

messages across various websites, the attack might still succeed.
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4.3.2 Advanced Attacks. Serious vulnerabilities in Web3 authen-

tication also provide the basis for advanced attacks, specifically

Replay Attack and Blind Multi-Message Attack. Through replay attacks,

attackers can maintain prolonged unauthorized access. Through

blind multi-message attacks, attackers can obtain a user’s identity

across various websites within a single Blind Message Attack.

Replay Attack. Generally, an authentication token has a specified

expiration time, and once it expires, the attacker cannot access the

user’s account without securing a new signature. However, if the

message lacks nonce (V1) or the verification process is flawed (V2,

V3), an attacker can replay the signature repeatedly to refresh the

token, thus maintaining unauthorized access. It is important to note

that while broader replay attacks could be carried out by intercept-

ing signatures, such as man-in-the-middle attacks, such cases fall

outside the threat model this paper considers. Our focus remains

on assessing the impact of replay attacks within the framework of

Blind Message Attacks.

Blind Multi-Message Attack. Attackers can exploit vulnerabil-

ities across multiple websites to create a crafted message that si-

multaneously passes Web3 authentication on all these websites.

As a result, with a single signature from the user, the attacker can

access the user’s accounts on several websites. The crafted message

is equivalent to multiple messages on websites, so we call the at-

tack Blind Multi-Message Attack. Specifically, for websites that do not
verify the message body (V2) or only verify its presence rather than

strict equality (V3), an attacker can bypass the server verification of

these websites by constructing a message that contains the required

fields. We will describe this attack in detail in Section 6.2.

5 WEB3AUTHCHECKER

This section presentsWeb3AuthChecker, a tool for automatically

detecting Blind Message Attacks through dynamic analysis of target

websites. We start with an overview of the architecture, followed

by a detailed implementation of three checkers (message, nonce,

and signature). Finally, we introduce FlexRequest, an HTTP request

tool designed to streamline the testing process.

5.1 Overview

As depicted in Figure 2, the interaction between a malicious website

and a target website involves three requests:

• QUERY. In Step 4, the malicious website queries a message from

the target website’s server.

• AUTH. In Step 11, the malicious website forwards the message,

signature, and address to the target website’s server to authenti-

cate and obtain a token.

• ACCESS. In Step 14, the malicious website holds the authentica-

tion token to access the user’s account.

Our tool, Web3AuthChecker, interfaces with these requests to

identify vulnerabilities. In simple terms, it injects different attack

payloads into HTTP requests, then analyzes whether responses are

as expected. The architecture, depicted in Figure 3, is composed

of Checker and FlexRequest. There are some predefined parsers in

FlexRequest to support converting different types of API and config-
uration files into a unified Request items object. The vulnerability
detection process is as follows:

curl-impersonate

curl_cffi

FlexRequest

Parsers

Web Server

curl

Request

APls &
Configure Files

Reports

Hooks

response

SignatureSignature

Request
items

load

Nonce
Message

Checkers

Figure 3: Architecture of Web3AuthChecker.

(1) First, parsers convert loaded APIs and configuration files into

Request items and send them to Checker .
(2) Checker guides FlexRequest to perform a series of API requests.

For each request, Checker supplies attack payloads and API pa-

rameters to FlexRequest. FlexRequest utilizes its auto-replacement

mechanism to insert the attack payloads into the proper slots

within the API parameters, subsequently forwarding the request

to the website under test.

(3) FlexRequest parses the website’s response according to the pre-

defined configuration and returns the parsed results back to

Checker .
(4) After completing a series of test requests, Checker scrutinizes

the data returned by FlexRequest to detect vulnerabilities.

(5) Finally, Checker generates a test report for each website, high-

lighting any identified vulnerabilities.

Through the process mentioned above, Web3AuthChecker

efficiently evaluates the security of Web3 authentication implemen-

tations on target websites, identifying potential risks. Subsequently,

we will elaborate on the two components of Web3AuthChecker.

5.2 Checker Implementation

We developed three checkers to detect vulnerabilities in Section 4.2.

Each checker focuses on one aspect of Web3 authentication – mes-

sage, nonce, and signature – to identify potential vulnerabilities.

The checkers assess the integrity of the message design by exam-

ining specific fields (V1) and employ various attack payloads to

uncover vulnerabilities in verification (V2, V3).

Message Checker.Message Checker begins by sending a QUERY
request to retrieve a message from the website. Then, it matches

the presence of domain names (domain) and website names (name).
To detect vulnerabilities in verification, the checker modifies the

message to a random string as the attack payload and signs it. If

a subsequent AUTH request returns a token, it indicates that the

server does not adequately check the message. To further verify,

the checker 1) empties the message body and 2) appends random

characters at the beginning of the message to assess any vulner-

abilities in the server’s message body verification. If the message

fails any of the above checks, it is considered vulnerable to Blind
Message Attacks, and the checker returns specific security risk levels

based on the type of vulnerability.

Nonce Checker. Nonce Checker sends QUERY requests from multi-

ple addresses to obtain messages. It then compares these messages
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Table 1: AUTH Request Status vs. Nonce Type

Nonce Type
AUTH Request

1st 2nd 3rd 4th 5th

One-time ✓ ✗ - - -

Temporary ✓ ✓ ✓ ✗ -

Time-based ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✗
Invalid Nonce ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

✓: Request successful; ✗:Request failed.

to identify variable fields, excluding non-nonce fields. If variable

fields persist, it suggests the presence of nonce. Subsequently, the
checker executes the following sequence of requests:

(1) It sends a QUERY and AUTH request to the server.

(2) It repeats the first AUTH request.
(3) It uses a new address to retrieve another message by a QUERY

request. It then uses the old address to sign this new message

and sends the third AUTH.
(4) It generates a value similar to the nonce and replaces it before

sending the fourth AUTH.
(5) It removes the nonce before sending the fifth AUTH.

If a token is still returned after these requests, it implies that the

server has failed nonce verification. The type of nonce can also be

inferred from these requests, as detailed in Table 1.

Signature Checker. Signature Checker sends three QUERY requests
to obtain three different messages. These messages are then used

to perform three independent tests: 1) setting the signature to null,

2) setting the signature to an invalid value, and 3) replacing the

address with a different one. If the token can be obtained from any

of these tests, it indicates that the server does not properly verify

the signature or address.

Furthermore, for convenience, an additional ACCESS request is
sometimes sent following the AUTH request. Checker confirms the

vulnerability by checking that the return value of a ACCESS request
(instead of AUTH ) is as expected.

5.3 FlexRequest: A Python HTTP Library

To detect vulnerabilities, Checker tests the authentication-related
APIs of the website. Given that the differences in the APIs of each

website, existing testing tools or libraries, such as Postman[4] and
Requests[2], require the development of separate test scripts for

each site, leading to issues of code duplication and maintainability.

To address these challenges, we developed a specialized HTTP li-

brary for Web3AuthChecker. FlexRequest, a Python-based HTTP

library, features an automatic replacement mechanism to align with

the variations in APIs, providing a flexible and adaptable solution

for testing APIs on various websites. As illustrated in Figure 3,

FlexRequest utilizes cffi_curl for HTTP requests. This Python li-

brary creates bindings for curl-impersonate through the C Foreign

Function Interface (CFFI). curl-impersonate is a special build of curl
that can impersonate the four main browsers. By performing TLS

and HTTP handshakes identical to a real browser, curl-impersonate
ensures that websites do not block requests.

FlexRequest supports using keys to replace dynamic parameters

in the API. Before executing a request, it automatically substitutes

these keys with the corresponding values. After receiving the re-

sponse, FlexRequest retrieves the values at the specified positions

according to a predefined configuration, binding them to the corre-

sponding keys. By managing the values of these keys, developers

can perform unified testing across various APIs.

Furthermore, FlexRequest maintains a session context throughout
a session to pass the previous response values between a series

of requests. For example, the message obtained from the Query
response will be stored in the session context and bound to the

key msg. When conducting an Auth request, FlexRequest automat-

ically populates the request with the value of msg from the ses-

sion context. For detailed insights into API testing challenges and

FlexRequest’s unique solutions, please refer to our open-source tool,
Web3AuthChecker

3
.

6 FINDINGS

This section conducts a comprehensive evaluation of Web3 authen-

tication. Our analysis uncovers the extensive occurrence of Blind
Message Attacks. Additionally, we delve into two specific cases and

evaluate the efficacy of Web3AuthChecker.

Dataset. Given the limited research on Web3 authentication, no

relevant datasets exist. DappRadar, a well-known Web3 dapp dis-

tribution platform, provided a basis for our collection: we selected

18 marketplaces that support Web3 authentication from the top 50

in DappRadar’s Top Decentralized Marketplaces list [6]. Addition-
ally, we identified nine websites that support Web3 authentication

through Google searches. Two of these 27 websites required Web3

authentication for user login and profile updates (4 test cases).

Among the remaining 25 websites, 23 utilized Web3 authentication

solely for user login (23 test cases), and two employed it specifically

for profile updates (2 test cases). Therefore, we have a total of 29

test cases. According to DappRadar’s statistics, in January 2024

alone, the total transaction volume of 16 websites exceeded 592

million US dollars, and the number of unique active wallets (UAW)

surpassed 1.29 million.

Our dataset includes various categories such as games, services,

and forums. Notably, NFT marketplaces are the primary entities

of Web3 authentication. On the contrary, DEXs (Decentralized

Exchanges) and DeFi (Decentralized Finance) typically interact

directly with the blockchain, making Web3 authentication unnec-

essary. Our examination of the top 25 DEXs and the top 25 DeFi

applications revealed that none employ Web3 authentication; there-

fore, they have been excluded from our dataset.

Setup.We thoroughly examined each website and collected the rel-

evant APIs, exporting them as JSONfiles in Postman format.We also

prepared corresponding configuration files forWeb3AuthChecker.

We deployedWeb3AuthChecker on Github Codespaces, config-

ured with 4 cores and 8GB RAM. We set Chrome (v110) as the

curl-impersonate browser and limited the API response timeout to

10 seconds. To avoid being blocked due to frequent requests, we

instituted a one-minute interval between each request.

6.1 Analysis of Results

Table 2 provides detailed information and detection results for

all 29 test cases. Web3AuthChecker examines whether messages

include domain, name, and nonce, and it verifies if the server checks

3
https://github.com/d0scoo1/Web3AuthChecker

https://github.com/d0scoo1/Web3AuthChecker
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Table 2: Detection Results of Websites that Support Web3 Authentication

# Website Category
Message Design (V1) Server Verification Security Risk

Domain Name Nonce Message Body Nonce Signature Address BMA RA BMMA

1 Blur Marketplace ✘ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ M # #
2 OpenSea Marketplace ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ L # #
3 LooksRare Marketplace ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ L # #
4 Foundation Marketplace ✘ ✓ ✘ ✓ ✘(V3) N/A ✓ ✓ M   
5 Element Marketplace ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✘(V3) ✓ ✓ ✓ M #  
6 Rarible Marketplace ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ L # #
7 Joepegs Marketplace ✘ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ M # #
8 Quix Marketplace ✘ ✘ ✓ ✓ ✘(V2) ✘(V3) ✓ ✓ H   
9 Minted Network Marketplace ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ L # #
10 Campfire Marketplace ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ L # #
11 Moonflow NFT Marketplace ✘ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ M # #
12 Galler Marketplace ✓ ✓ ✓ ✘(V2) ✘(V2) ✘(V2) ✓ ✓ C   
13 PlayDapp Marketplace ✘ ✘ ✘ ✓ ✓ N/A ✓ ✓ H  #
14 Refinable Marketplace ✘ ✘ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ H # #
15 Apeiron Marketplace ✘ ✘ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ H # #
16 Lifty Marketplace ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ L # #
17 LearnBlockchain Community ✘ ✓ ✘ ✘(V2) ✘(V2) N/A ✓ ✓ C   
18 DappRadar Ranking ✘ ✘ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ H # #
19 QuestN Service ✘ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✘(V2) ✓ ✓ ✓ H #  
20 Galxe Social ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✘(V2) ✓ ✓ L  #
21 Planetix Game ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✘(V2) ✘(V2) ✓ ✓ H   
22 MOBOX Game ✘ ✘ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ H # #
23 Bomb Crypto 2 Game ✘ ✘ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ H # #
24 Decert Service ✘ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ M # #
25 Paragraph Media ✘ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ M # #
26 Campfire Marketplace ✘ ✘ ✘ ✓ ✓ N/A ✓ ✓ H  #
27 Lifty Marketplace ✘ ✘ ✘ ✓ ✓ N/A ✓ ✓ H  #
28 NFTmall Marketplace ✘ ✘ ✘ ✓ ✓ N/A ✓ ✓ H  #
29 Babylons Marketplace ✘ ✘ ✘ ✓ ✓ N/A ✓ ✓ H  #

In this table, BMA = Blind Message Attack, RA = Replay Attack, BMMA = Blind Multi-Message Attack.

In the Web3 authentication process, cases #1∼#25 are for user login, while cases #26∼#29 are for profile update.
✓: No vulnerability found; ✘: Vulnerability found; N/A: Not applicable; C: Critical; H: High;M: Medium; L: Low; : Risk exists;#: No risk.

the message, message body (body), nonce, signature, and address to

identify the risks defined in Section 4. The results are alarming, with

22 out of the 29 test cases found to be subject to medium to critical

risks, making them vulnerable to Blind Message Attacks. At the same

time, we identified critical risks in two cases, and we have informed

the respective vendors. One of them has already acknowledged

the risk and fixed it. Also, 11 cases are at the risk of Replay Attacks,
and seven have Blind Multi-Message Attacks. Table 2 shows that each
website has its own distinct vulnerabilities, indicating that their

Web3 authentication implementations are independent. Therefore,

we conclude that these websites have no common server-side SDKs.

Subsequently, we will analyze the security risks of 25 cases of

using Web3 authentication for user login (#1∼#25). Then, we will
address the four remaining cases (#26∼#29) that employ this au-

thentication method for profile updates (note that two websites are

included in both categories).

Blind Message Attack. In the 25 user login cases (#1∼#25), the
BMA column of Table 2 reveals that two of them are at critical risk

(C), nine at high risk (H), seven at medium risk (M), and only seven

are evaluated as low risk (L). While all cases verify the signature and

address, two cases do not perform any checks on the message, thus

resulting in critical risks. In two critical-risk cases, an attacker could

use a user’s arbitrary signature to log in to the user’s account. One of

these cases, learnblockchain, has over 2 million users, highlighting

a significant risk.

In nine high-risk cases, either the domain and name fields do not

exist in the message (V1), or the server does not verify the message

body so the attacker can tamper with them (V2). The nine high-

risk websites provide attractive targets for attackers. By exploiting

the users’ inability to identify the source of messages, malicious

websites can effortlessly trick users into signing messages from

these websites. Notably, Apeiron (#15), QuestN (#19), and MOBOX

(#22), all identified as high-risk websites, reported 89.21k, 54.94k,

and 27.26k Unique Active Wallets (UAW), respectively, in January

2024. These UAWs underscore the substantial user engagement and

the potential impact of such vulnerabilities.

In the seven medium-risk cases, the attacker may need more

sophisticated techniques to implement attacks, such as using a do-

main name identical to the target website (V1) or hiding the target

website’s message body within the malicious website’s message

(V3). As discussed in the case study section (Section 6.2), these hur-

dles may be relatively easy for experienced attackers. Importantly,

even cases categorized as low risk are not necessarily exempt from

Blind Message Attacks, as attackers still have opportunities to deceive
unwary users.

Vulnerabilities in verification can weaken a well-structured de-

sign. For instance, Element (#5), Galler (#12), and Planetix (#21) all

have appropriately structured messages containing the essential

fields. However, Element does not improperly verify the message

body (V3), thus placing it at medium risk. In contrast, the other

two do not verify the message body (V2), which puts them at high

risk. As of January 2024, Element reported 158.63k UAWs and a

transaction volume of $18.91M. These security risks emphasize the

importance of server verification.
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Table 3: Nonce Types of the 25 Websites

Nonce Type Replay Websites Total

One-time # #2, #3, #5, #14, #16, #24 6

Temporary G# #1, #7, #10, #11, #18, #25 6

Time-based G# #6, #9, #15, #19, #22, #23 6

Invalid Nonce  #8, #12, #20, #21 4

No Nonce  #4, #13, #17 3

In this table, :Risk exist;G#: Short-term risk;#: No risk.

Replay Attack. In the 25 user login cases (#1∼#25), as indicated in
the RA column of Table 2, seven out of these 25 cases are vulnerable

to replay attacks. This vulnerability implies that an attacker could

reuse a signature, thereby bypassing the session’s security mecha-

nism. Three cases can be attributed to the message not containing

nonce (V1). The remaining four cases do include nonce, but it is ei-
ther unverified on the server (✘(V2)) or the server check contains a

vulnerability (✘(V3)), as shown in the Nonce column of Table 2. For

instance, Quix (#8) uses a timestamp as a nonce. If the timestamp

in the message is ahead of the current time, Quix’s server rejects

it. However, the servers do not define an expiration time, meaning

used messages and signatures remain valid.

Further investigation into the nonces used by these cases is

presented in Table 3. Among them, 12 cases employ temporary

and time-based nonces. These nonces could technically be replayed

within their valid period; however, we measured their expiration

time and found that they typically have short validity periods, often

not exceeding fifteen minutes. As a result, we conclude that these

cases are not at significant risk of replay attacks.

Blind Multi-Message Attack. There are five cases failed to verify

the message body (✘(V2)), while two cases improperly checked the

message body (✘(V3)), as shown in the Body column of Table 2. For

the former, the high-risk scenario allows an attacker to construct a

message body freely, removing crucial details such as the domain
and name. In the latter scenario, characterized as medium-risk, the

message body is improperly checked, leaving an opportunity for

the attacker to exploit this vulnerability by adding misleading infor-

mation or cleverly hiding the original message. Overall, these two

vulnerabilities could be exploited for blind multi-message attacks,

suggesting that all seven websites are at such risk as shown in the

BMMA column of Table 2.

Profile Update. In the four profile update cases (#26∼#29), all four
cases are vulnerable to high-risk blind message attacks and replay

attacks. NFTmall (#28) and BabyIons (#29) do not require user login,

but they require Web3 authentication when users update their

profiles. Campfire (#26) and Lifty (#27) require additional Web3

authentication for profile updates even after the user has logged

in. However, Campfire and Lifty do not verify the tokens obtained

from the prior login during profile updates. As a result, the security

of profile updates relies entirely on the currentWeb3 authentication

implementation. Both Campfire and Lifty employ well-structured

messages without any evident security vulnerabilities during user

login. Regrettably, they fail to maintain this level of security in

the profile update. For instance, Campfire uses the simple phrase

update_profile as the message for profile update. If an attacker

obtains a user’s signature for this phrase, they could freely update

the user’s profile.

6.2 Case Study

This section presents two case studies highlighting the security

issues. The first case study examines the unchecked message vul-

nerability (V1) and has been acknowledged by LearnBlockchain.

The second case study underscores a blind multi-message attack,

demonstrating how it is possible to bypass Web3 authentication on

three distinct websites utilizing just a single message.

Unchecked Message. LearnBlockchain (#17) is a well-known

blockchain community with more than 2 million users. It supports

both traditional password-based authentication and Web3 authen-

tication. In the Web3 authentication, LearnBlockchain’s message

is simply learnblockchain. Moreover, the server only verifies the

signature and does not perform any checks on the message, allow-

ing any signature of the user to pass the Web3 authentication. This

vulnerability provides an easy way for an attacker to gain unautho-

rized access to a user account, which can lead to the exposure of

important personal information and potential asset losses. Specifi-

cally, LearnBlockchain’s points system supports points exchange

for currency, so attackers can transfer points from the victim’s

account to their own account and then withdraw them.

We promptly reported blind message attack and replay attack to

LearnBlockchain, who fixed their Web3 authentication based on

our suggestions and awarded us 2500 points for our responsible

disclosure. Another website, Galler (#12), facing similar security

issues, was also notified about the vulnerabilities. However, at the

time of writing, we have not received any response from Galler.

BlindMulti-MessageAttacks. The vulnerabilities associatedwith

message body verification can cause more extensive damage than

expected. An attacker can create a message while bypassing the

Web3 authentication of multiple websites. In this way, attackers can

steal a user’s corresponding identity on multiple websites at once.

We refer to this situation as a Blind Multi-Message Attack (BMMA).

/** Modified based on Foundation's message. **/
Welcome! Please sign this message to connect to Foundation.com.

/** Planetix **/
Web3 Token Version: 2
Nonce: 84800972
Issued At: 2024-01-13T03:59:00.000Z
Expiration Time: 2024-01-14T03:59:00.000Z

/** QuestN **/
Timestamp: 1706389762

Listing 4: A Malicious Message For the BMMA

Listing 4 presents an example of a malicious message that can

bypass the authentication of three different websites: Foundation

(#4), QuestN (#19), and Planetix (#21). The attacker first registers

a domain on foundation.com. Exploiting the vulnerability of foun-
dation.app, which only checks for the existence of a message body

without verifying its content, the attacker cleverly appends Wel-
come! to the beginning of the foundation.app’s message (Listing 3)

and com. to the end. Additionally, Planetix and QuestN do not check

the message body. Planetix verifies four fields: Web3 Token Version,
Nonce, Issued At, and Expiration Time, while QuestN merely verifies

the timestamp as nonce. The attacker appends fields required by

Planetix and QuestN to the end of the message. The malicious mes-

sage is obviously different from the messages on the three websites,
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and it contains the domain of foundation.com, thereby misleading

users into believing it originates from the malicious website (foun-

dation.com). As a result, users trust that the message is safe and

easily sign the message on the malicious website. This example

underscores the severity of blind multi-message attacks.

Besides, the Foundation’s message lacks a nonce, implying that

once the attacker acquires a user’s signature, they can maintain

unauthorized access through replay attacks.

6.3 Evaluation of Web3AuthChecker

Web3AuthChecker tests each attack payload from scratch every

time, with multiple payloads per vulnerability. Therefore, in the

experiment, Web3AuthChecker sent a total of 1,319 requests, an

average of 44 requests per website. We manually checked all the re-

sults of Web3AuthChecker and found that it did not produce any

false positives or false negatives. We also compared FlexRequest’s
performance with that of the widely-used Python HTTP library,

Requests [2], and the tool Postman [4]. The results indicated that six

websites rejected requests from both Requests and Postman, even
when the request headers were modified to mimic other browsers.

In contrast, FlexRequest successfully completed requests to all APIs

of these websites, demonstrating its superior capability in handling

APIs from a diverse range of websites.

7 MITIGATION: WEB3AUTHGUARD

Given the vulnerabilities identified by Web3AuthChecker, exten-

sive server-side updates are necessary but challenging to imple-

ment quickly. This section introducesWeb3AuthGuard, a solution

designed to detect potential attacks on the user (wallet) side. Com-

pared to Web3AuthChecker, Web3AuthGuard automatically

detects potential attacks during wallet operation (signature request)

without the need for pre-configuration.

7.1 Design of Web3AuthGuard

Web3AuthGuard is designed to detect suspicious messages in

crypto wallets, to prevent Blind Message Attacks during the Web3

authentication process. The workflow of Web3AuthGuard is de-

picted in Figure 4. During the Web3 authentication process, a web-

site triggers thewallet’s signature API (Personal Sign). Consequently,
the wallet prompts a Signature Request page for the user to sign

the message. For wallets featuring Web3AuthGuard, the first

step involves comparing the new message with previously signed

messages (message templates). If the new message significantly

resembles a previously signed message from a different website,

Web3AuthGuard promptly raises an alert on the top of the signa-

ture request page. This alert notifies the user of a potential Blind
Message Attack, enabling them to decide whether to proceed with

the authentication process. The above process mainly relies on

three components of Web3AuthGuard: template extraction, fuzzy
matching, and wallet alerts. Below, we introduce them in detail.

Template Extraction. Each time the user logs in,Web3AuthGuard

extracts the message template from the message. It then stores this

template in the wallet with the domain name for subsequent fuzzy

matching. We avoid directly storing the message, as it often con-

tains variable fields (such as nonce). Web3AuthGuard extracts a

message template from multiple messages originating from each

Message

Null

 Signature

Signature 
Request

Personal 
Sign

Fuzzy 
Matching

Template 
Extraction

User Sign Yes

No

Yes

Web3AuthGuard

Crypto Wallet

Website

Figure 4: Workflow of Web3AuthGuard.

website. The template captures the static fields of the message,

substituting variable fields with wildcards.

Template extraction process is as follows: when the user logs

into the website for the first time, the wallet will record the message

and mark it with the domain name. When the user logs in to the

website again,Web3AuthGuard will compare the new message

with the previously stored message to extract the message template.

Specifically, the process involves a word-by-word comparison of

the two messages. Words that match are kept and incorporated

into the template. In contrast, non-matching words, pinpointed by

predefined variable fields, are substituted with corresponding wild-

cards in the template. This updated template then supersedes the

previously saved message and becomes the reference for detecting

blind message attacks.

The template extraction is a dynamic and adaptive process; it can

capture changes when a website’s message is updated, eliminating

the need for manual intervention.Web3AuthGuard only retains

the latest template for each website. A few megabytes are generally

sufficient for wallets. In experiments, the total size of templates for

25 websites was less than 10 KB, with the largest being 1.21 KB.

Consequently, 1MB can accommodate at least 800 such templates.

Fuzzy Matching.Web3AuthGuard employs regular expression

matching to compare the new message with the stored message

template during the authentication process. If a match is found,

indicating similarity between the new message and the template,

Web3AuthGuard further checks if they originate from different

websites. If they do, Web3AuthGuard adds an alert on the signa-

ture request page, indicating a potential blind message attack.

Wallet Alerts. Web3AuthGuard will add alerts to the signature

request page to inform users of potential security risks. There are

two types of alerts, blind message attack and lack of domain name,
which are independent and may occur at the same time. If fuzzy

matching detects a blind message attack,Web3AuthGuard will

add a red alert, as shown in Figure 5(a). The alert will prompt for

the domain names of the current and victim websites. The user

should check whether the domain name (domain) or the similar

website name (name) of the victim website exists in the message.

If it exists, it is a blind message attack, and the user should click

the Reject button on the signature page to refuse the signature. If

the domain and name do not exist in the message, this may be a

potential attack. Once the user signs, the website will intentionally
or unintentionally gain access to the user’s account on the victim’s

website. Therefore, we still recommend that users do not sign it.
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(a) Blind Message Attack (b) Lack of Domain Name

Figure 5: Alerts in Signature Requests.

In addition,Web3AuthGuard will match whether the domain
of the visited website appears in the message. If it does not exist,

Web3AuthGuardwill raise a yellow alert (lack of domain name), as
shown in the figure 5(b). We recommend that users do not sign the

message as it may originate from other websites or be exploited by

other malicious websites. Finally, users should report any malicious

activity on the website to their wallets, and most wallets will then

warn other users about these dangerous websites.

7.2 Evaluation of Web3AuthGuard

To evaluate the effectiveness, we implemented Web3AuthGuard

in the open-source code of the MetaMask browser extension for

Chrome, the most widely used crypto wallet with over 30 million

monthly users [25]. Our evaluation involved 25 websites (#1∼#25)
listed in Table 2 that employ Web3 authentication for the user login.

We excluded four cases of updated profiles because the content of

the messages in these cases was the updated profile rather than the

standard message fields.

For the 25 websites, we collected two sets of messages: one for

template extraction (comprising five messages) and another for

testing (also comprising five messages). Initially, we embedded the

templates extracted after four rounds into MetaMask and started

testing. We evaluated Web3AuthGuard’s effectiveness by observ-

ing if it generated an alert on the MetaMask signature page during

Web3 authentication on a malicious website.

To ensure a comprehensive evaluation, we set up a local ma-

licious website capable of sending signature requests to Meta-

Mask and conducted three rounds of testing: In the first round,

the malicious website directly used a second set of five messages

from each website to send signature requests, testing whether

Web3AuthGuard could detect blind message attacks. In the sec-

ond round, we assessed whether Web3AuthGuard could identify

attacks in the presence of verification flaws; the malicious website

randomly embedded each test message into a message from another

website before sending signature requests. In the third round, we

directly visited 25 websites and performed Web3 authentication to

evaluate whetherWeb3AuthGuard generated false positives.

In the 25 user-login cases,Web3AuthGuard successfully passed

all three rounds of testing without false positives or negatives.

These tests encompass low-risk, medium-risk, and certain high-risk

scenarios, thoroughly examiningWeb3AuthGuard’s effectiveness

across various potential threats.

Limitation.Our evaluation shows thatWeb3AuthGuard is robust

without false positives or negatives. In addition,Web3AuthGuard

effectively handles server-side verification flaws (V3), and its fuzzy

matching can detect attacks even when malicious websites embed

others’ messages into their own. However, Web3AuthGuard is

not entirely free of false positives or negatives. In two situations,

Web3AuthGuard might produce false positives (Blind Message At-
tack) in cases where messages from two different websites, lacking

domain and name fields, have the same message structures. Also,

Web3AuthGuard is ineffective against the vulnerability unchecked
fields (V2); this vulnerability allows attackers to alter the message

content (message body) at will, rendering any user-side detection

ineffective. In our testing of 25 cases, five exhibited this vulner-

ability, as detailed in the body column of Table 2. Consequently,

we have manually classified these five cases as failures. In conclu-

sion, Web3AuthGuard was effective in detecting Blind Message
Attacks on 20 of the 25 tested websites. Another limitation is that

Web3AuthGuard requires multiple messages from the same web-

site to extract a valid template when the website’s message contains

variable fields. A practical solution is to preload templates of popu-

lar websites into crypto wallets.

8 DISCUSSION

Comparing Threats in Web2. Ensuring the security of the Web3

ecosystem is paramount for maintaining trust in the decentral-

ized vision, and Blind Message Attacks represent a significant threat.
Similar to traditional Web2 authentication threats like phishing

attacks and man-in-the-middle (MitM) attacks, the ultimate goal of

blind message attacks is to gain unauthorized access by deceiving

users. However, unlike phishing attacks, which masquerade as the

target website, or MitM attacks that intercept or alter communi-

cations, blind message attacks exploit vulnerabilities in the Web3

authentication process. This exploitation offers greater flexibility

and effectiveness in deceiving users, as a single malicious website

can target different users with varying websites.

Protocol Flaws & Solutions. The main reason for the flaws in the

Web3 authentication protocol is that the website uses EIP-191 [68]

for signature. The EIP-191 protocol is not specifically designed for

Web3 authentication but is only used to implement the signature
function. EIP-191 allows a user to sign arbitrary content as the

message for Web3 authentication, and the client (user or wallet)

cannot effectively confirm whether the message was issued by the

visiting website, which allows malicious websites to launch Blind
Message Attacks. We propose two solutions to address the flaws in

the Web3 authentication protocol, including 1) designing a new
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end-to-end protocol or 2) using unique public keys on each website.

These two solutions are orthogonal.

1) New Protocol. The EIP-191 protocol was not designed for Web3

authentication, so a new security protocol is needed. This new

protocol should cover both the client and server and meet the

following security policies:

• Verifiable Source. The client can easily verify the source of the

message. Meanwhile, each website’s message should be unique

and cannot be impersonated.

• Integrity. The server can easily verify the integrity of a message

to ensure that it was issued by itself and has not been modified.

To implement the above security policy, the new protocol should

mandate the presence of domain and nonce security fields in the

message. At the same time, the protocol should specify the message

format so that the client and server can automatically parse these

fields. During the Web3 authentication process, the client (wallet)

can automatically check these security fields in the message and

prompt the user of potential security risks. During the verification

process, except to verify the validity of the signature, the server also

parses the fields in themessage. It verifies them one by one to ensure

the integrity of the message. Although the end-to-end protocol

can effectively solve the flaws in the current Web3 authentication

protocol, it is difficult to implement in the short term because it

requires upgrading both the server and the wallet.

2) Unique Identity. The private key can generate multiple public

keys, allowing users to use a unique key for Web3 authentication

on each website, effectively eliminating blind message attacks. This

also enhances user anonymity, as attackers cannot link a user’s pub-

lic key to all their visitedwebsites. This solution can be implemented

by upgrading the wallet. When a user uses Web3 authentication,

the wallet checks for an existing public key for the website and

generates a new one if none exists. However, this approach isolates

the user’s digital assets across different websites. This issue can

be addressed with account abstraction (EIP-4337) [15], although it

requires additional transaction fees.

Ethical Concerns. Our study conducted experiments in the wild,

which may raise ethical concerns. We critically analyzed our work

using the ethics framework [37] to assess our study’s ethical con-

siderations and potential risks. During the experiment, we used

randomly generated accounts from a wallet to detect vulnerabil-

ities in Web3 authentication; no normal users were affected. The

APIs and functions we tested are all public functions of the web-

sites, and we actively notified the websites with vulnerabilities

and offered suggestions for improvements. To demonstrate the at-

tacks, we built non-public websites and used randomly generated

accounts representing both attackers and victims. We conducted

the demonstration locally to ensure that no malicious websites

were created online to mislead or deceive users. We adhered to

Responsible Disclosure, and because some websites had not yet

responded, we submitted our security report to the CVE database.

We understand that once vulnerabilities in decentralized services

are disclosed, attackers can exploit them. Therefore, we will only

release the code of Web3AuthGuard and not disclose the test

scripts of websites.

9 RELATEDWORK

To the best of our knowledge, we are the first to perform an in-depth

study of security in Web3 authentication. Our research relates to

Web authentication and distributed digital identity.

Web2 User Authentication. Web2 Authentication security fo-

cuses on verifying user identities to prevent unauthorized access,

which includes Password-based Authentication [47, 50, 52], Multi-

Factor Authentication (MFA) [30, 39, 59], Single Sign-On (SSO) [16,

29, 34], and Fast IDentity Online 2 (FIDO2) [31, 41, 46]. Despite its se-

curity criticisms, password-based authentication remains prevalent

due to its simplicity. Multi-Factor Authentication, particularly two-

step verification, increases password-based authentication’s secu-

rity [39] by requiring supplemental factors like a one-time password

via SMS or email. Single Sign-On streamlines authentication by

enabling a single credential’s use across numerous platforms. Com-

mon SSO standards include OpenID Connect (OIDC) [48], OAuth

2.0 [57], and SAML [66]. FIDO2, which uses hardware tokens, offers

an attractive alternative to password-based authentication. Lyastani

et al. [46] provide an overview of user authentication technologies,

focusing on the potential of FIDO2 for passwordless authentication.

Web2 authentication is vulnerable to common security threats

like password guessing [54, 55, 77, 80], session hijacking [24, 28, 67],

phishing [40][8], man-in-the-middle (MitM) attacks [12][36], and

credential stuffing [53][75]. Web3 authentication, which is based

on cryptography and effectively reduces threats such as password

guessing, may still be vulnerable to session hijacking since it com-

monly uses traditional session management. Blind message attacks

pose a unique challenge to Web3, as they can automatically select

target websites based on address and blockchain data, unlike phish-

ing, which can only mimic a specific website. Moreover, they do not

require interception of communication (MitM), but rather bypass

authentication by stealing user identities.

Distributed Digital Identity. Decentralized Identifiers (DIDs) are

user-generated identifiers that circumvent the need for a centralized

registry [44][43]. DIDs play a crucial role in the Web3 ecosystem,

where through public key authentication technology, Web3 appli-

cations can easily verify user identities. Other techniques, such as

zero-knowledge proofs [26][79] also hold relevance in this field. MP-

CAuth [69] is a multi-factor authentication system for distributed-

trust applications that addresses ease-of-use and privacy challenges.

Ansaroudi et al.[9] systematically analyze multiple digital identity

wallets. Korir et al.[38] conducted a study on decentralized identity

wallets, revealing user misconceptions about DIDs.

Web3 Authentication Protocol. Sign-In with Ethereum (SIWE,

EIP-4361)[17] requires the inclusion of specific fields such as domain,
nonce in the message, and crypto wallets supporting the SIWE pro-

tocol will verify these fields. Our research complements SIWE;

of the 27 websites we examined that use the SIWE protocol (#10,

#20), one (#20) had a replay attack risk. Some EIPs (Ethereum Im-

provement Proposals) provide signed data and identity standards.

EIP-191 [68] and EIP-712 [13] improve message readability and

complex data signing, respectively, while EIP-725 [73] suggests a

multi-key control scheme for proxy smart contracts. However, they

have yet to gain widespread adoption due to issues like distributed

server incompatibility (SIWE) and transaction fees (EIP-725).
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10 CONCLUSION

This paper investigates the security risks associated with Web3

authentication and introduces the concept of Blind Message Attack.
This attack enables attackers to gain unauthorized access to user

accounts. Meanwhile, we propose advanced attacks, namely Replay
Attack and Blind Multi-Message Attack. Our dynamic detection tool,

Web3AuthChecker, successfully identifies 22 out of 29 real-world

deployments ofWeb3 authentication that are at risk of BlindMessage
Attacks. To better alert users, we have developedWeb3AuthGuard,

a client-side solution to detect BlindMessage Attacks in crypto wallets,
and showed that it can alert users immediately of potential attacks.

Web3AuthChecker and Web3AuthGuard are open source to

facilitate future research.
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